The least such constant M is denoted by ct^Cu).
It is easy to check that |A , cx^l is a maximal normed ideal of operators.
We call it the dual ideal of [A, a|. Moreover, given normed linear ideal |A, a| we define the following ideals : 
By L space we shall mean any Banach space isometric with the space L (i^, p) for some measure space (", ^(, p).
We say that u ^ F (E,F) if for some L space there exist operators v ^ L(E,L ) and w ^ L(L ,F") such that iu = wv, i is the cannonical injection of where K and K are unite discks in E 1 and F"correspondingly. [TU] |<u(x),y«>|< y^(u) (./•l^x^d^x 1 )) 01 (/l^y^lFd^y))?.
similary w € L(F 1 , L (K,y)) is defined by w (y 1 ) (x^" )-s<y 1 ,y"> on K .
Let G denote the closure of v(E) in L (K, p) and H the closure of w (F 1 ) in L (K, p). Proof. By Corollary 1 we obtain that the identity operator in E belongs to r (E,E). This implies that E is reflexive and E isomorphic with a complemented subspace of L . § 3. Some related ideals. By S space, resp. Q space, resp. SQ space, we shall mean any Banach space isometric with a subspace of L , resp. with a quotient of L , resp. with a subspace of a quotient of L .
We say that Banach space is of S type, resp. Q, type, resp. SQ type, P JP P if it is isomorphic with S space, resp. Q space, resp. SQ space.
One can easy verify the following properties The duall results to these are the following The case of p = l,oo is much more simpler, and we omit it. Let us observe that in this case each Banach space is of SQ type. The case when E 1 is not separable follows from the fact that if each adjoint separable quotient of E is of SQ? type then E is of SQ,, type. Remark 1. AH. the propositions and corollaries oT § 3 remain true if we replace evrywhere in their formulations "Banaeh space 6" by "L space", resp.
by "1^ space". We do not know if it is true with Proposition 2, cf. Problem 1. Because spaces S^, Q^ and SQ^ are Hilbert spaces we obtain a characterization of Banach spaces isomorphic with Hilbert space.
For p = 2 Corollary 4 coincides with a theorem proved by J. Cohen [2] and S. Kwapien [6] . 
